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1. Introduction 

Processes with polarized particles draw the increasing attention 
as the moat.delicate instrument for verification of the QCD. It is 
known that QCD allows in principle the description of some spin ef
fects if the spin distribution 11/ and quark-gluon correlation funo
tiona/2/ are known. They cannot be calculated in perturbative QCD 
just as the usual parton distribution functions and have to be extrao-
ted from experiments. An important role play here different sum rules. 
Among them the Bjorken/3/, Ellia-Jaffe/47, Burkhardt-Cottingham/5/ 
sum rules are the moat known. A new set of sum rules baa been recent
ly proposed in paper 161. 

Of particular importan~e are the sum rules due to conservation 
lawa1 the energy-momentum, charge, baryon charge, etc. In this connec
tion it is natural to ask together with R.Peynman1 "what restrictions 
if any on the wave function come from the fact that the total angu
lar momentum of the proton is just 1/2?" 

Though Peynman himself did not answer his question,, the naive 
expectation in the spirit of the parton model is 

±f il9f + /J.f/ = -J:) (1) 

where tiqf and A!/ are differences of first momentta of op~oa,:te heli
oitiea of quarks (flavour f ) and gluona (e.g. 11?t&•('l/-9f-+9+-9/"') ). 
Thia sum rule however is in contradiction with the leading-\og ap
proximation of the QCD evolution equat_ions 

(7 6 9f) = ~s (.P'I,'\. P13 ) ( L A ~f), <2> 
A~ P~ii P3~ li~ 

where the dot means the derivative with respect to fa3Q 2
• In this 

approximation Pf/'l=fra=D (due to the quark helicity conservation along 
a q':ark line) and '.i}rand P33 are not zero. So, the sum rule (1) 
cannot be valid for all Q2 • 

Several attempts were undertaken to avoid this contradictions 
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1) A rather elegant idea was proposed in work/8/ to compensate the 
right-hand side of the second row of (2) due to cancellation of quark 
end gluon contributions. In this case L IJ<j1 and JJ.9 ar~ expressed 
through the number of flavours.However the picture thus obtained: 
compensation of two large terms in (1) to obtain 1/2 seems improbable. 

11) There was also an attempt to change the kernels of the evolu
tion equation by adding some terms singular at X = o to guarantee a 

19/ constant ~luon contribution. However, there are no grounds for this 
procedure 101Cunlike introducing . singularity at X •1). 

111) A more interesting is the attempt/10 •111 to include the or
bital angular momentum into sum rule (1) to compensate the growth of 
the gluon contribution with increasing 0 2

• A more accurate analy
sis, however, shows that the orbital momentum gives a zeroth contri
bution to the sum rule. 

Really, the commonly adopted receipt for obtaining the sum 
rule consists in choosing a conserved operator with no anomalous di
mention and in ~alculating it in the limit of free fields.Pora 
quark field such an operator is the axial current which conserves in 
the chiral limit m

1
~o • Por the free field it gives 

<P,sl~f+ti'tf'IP,s>=Hs~, - CJ> 
f 

where Sf is the 't -vector of polarisation. The first moment of spin 
· distribution functions is connected just with this matrix element 

/ 12/ which results in 

6 A 91 = i. (4) 

The axial current is directly expressed through the canonical tensor 
of the spin moment of quark/13/ 

and 

s>-,r, = ,i E o1.>-t1'-' 7 t
1 

r'" r•ft 
-

~ ~.r"' o( 

1/l qf = < p,s IS I i\S > E,0 ,1<" S • 

(5) 

(6) 

To obtain the conserved angular momentum, one has to add to (6) the 
orbital 1110mentum 

< p, s l~fT}ti)- ?i1T~'1il~l p,s)E,o,r" s.1.. c7> 
It is zero however bec_ause of the symmetry of matrix elements of the 
energy-momentum' tensor T)IJ. The same result can be obtained from trans
lation invariance of the matrix element (7), which allows us to put 
~ = 0 • The physical reason of this result -is the absence of the na
tural fraae of reference for the inclusive process. 
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So, without gluons (or with scalar gluons) the quark spin momen
tum is conserved and again we arrive at the sum rule (4). It was just 
the way it was obtained several years ago in work 114/. The drawback 
of this result is neglect of the vector character of gluon fields, 
which lead, owing to the triangular anomaly, to nonconservation of 
the axial current. In Sect. 2 we will show that the anomaly changes 
the relation (1) end makes it consistent with the QCD evolution equa
tions (Sect. J). The anomaly contribution changes also the Ellis
-Jaffe sum rule for the structure function ~~ which gets now in 
good agreement with experiment • 

2. The Gluon Contribution end Axial Anomaly 

Por the description of the gluon contribution one can use either 
the expansion in 'a6'e invariant operators 115/ or Q2-dependent par
ton distributions 16 • These two approaches

1
M'e consistent with each 

other with the' exception of the first moment: the evolution kernels 
are known to be different from zero/16/, however there is no gauge
invariant operator of the required twist 3 (like the axial current 
which describes the quark polarisation). 

To resolve this contradiction, one may turn to the factorization 
procedure/18/ where the operator product expansion results from the 
expansion of nons~gular bilocal operators into the Taylor series. 
A variant of the procedure/19/ has been used by us in the transverse 
po~arization analysis/2/. 

'Por simplicity let us consider the longitudinal polarization be
cause the sum rule does not depend on the polarization direction due 
to the well-known equation by Burkhardt-Cottingham/5/ or due to ro~ 
tation invariance on which it is based/11. 

Actions similar to 119 •2/ give ,... ,.. . 

00 '[z.'t,{o\'lL(>.h)) J [q("),P .. ,.-1-iSA9(xJ(ris-1,1~ 

I 
1)X ot ) Tf P,S t e < Ar(o) Al>-n))f s = ~J :r '2 A~'1J~ ~8) 

__ > X )'6 ~ X c..f,ph 

where d16=3f6-n6pf-n!p, , cy6pn=£J'6<><' P.£hj1 , (r A)=O, 
p~ ni, = o , pn= i and ~ is a polarization value. The parts ave
raged over spin are written down also for completeness. 

Let us notice that the distribution functions obtained have the 
parton interpretation. It is obvious for quarks, because a density 
matrix for a free quark has been obtained. Por gluons it is easy to 
see that the right-hand side of (8) is_ a density matrix of a circular-
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-polarized gluon with Stocke parameters} 
1 

= 32 • The first moments of 
the spin distribution functions are 

Ll 9 -=--<if n t/tr>r,s C9a> 

l a. AA> l' f&Pt1 
Ji~ = I < AP dr "' n c . (9b) 
• J p,c; 

Let us stress that in axial gauge the gluon fields can be exp
ressed though the strength tensor 4 Jn= qf6n 6 /20/ 

A/>-h) = v: .. L G fh( (>--1c1:.) n) · 
i) 

(10) 

As a result, the moments of the bilocal operator in (8) 

"'° T 
<Alo)A;0 ri)>r,s= ~:n -~~ < <;fn(o) ~G\'l((>.T1".)n))p,s 

( 11) 

after integration acquire the form 
. K-2 

( A
1

Co) (a\'I )K A6lo)) =-< Gfn(0) ( at,) YGn(o)) · (12) 

That ia for K;?> 2. the local field operators are expressed through the 
strength operators. (To check (12), it is enough to express in the 
right-hand-side G through A and use the gauge condition). In the 
cue of interest I<"=- i one integratiop cannot be accomplished, and 
we have to deal with ~nlocal strength operator matrix elements 

<A,dllAG> =- So1Tf£(T)<Grri<.o)G~"(Th)> · (13) 
-'c 

That is why we prefer to work with local field operators, the gauge 
invariance being ensured by transversality of the coefficient func-

,.._p~ -tionc;- • Notice also that the local operator in (9b) is proportio-
nal to the gluon spin tensor• 1131. 

To obtain the relation between the gluon spin operator and 
similar to (6) one can use the identity 12/ 

cf6pn h~ - Errrnn'+ E1.f<Pnn.l' = cf6fn , (14) 

• We here disregarded the colour structure which can be easily re
stored. :ror non-Abelian fields the term fAtr.Aj. Ai A~ is to be pre
sent which giTes no contribution due to the gauge condition. 
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which is a consequence of the space-time being four-dimensional. 
Using it in (9b) one obtains 

J. tlfGr 
..1 ~ -= 2 < A J ;ir A"'> E · c 15 > 

Now, one could seemingly use the total angular momentum conser
vation and determine a relative contribution of quarks and gluons. 
However, there is the problem that the spin moment is determi
ned in a nonunique way. ~ne. can .redefine it together with the ener
gy-momentum tensor preserving the equation of motion and the conserva
tion laws. In particular, one can totally absorb the spin moment 
into the energy-momentum tensor (e.g. the Belinfante tensor 1211) 
which is naturally symmetric and gives no contrib~tion to the sum 
rule. So, the relative contribution of gluone in classical field 
theory seems quite indefinite. 

This ambiguity is totally fixed by quantum theory where the 
conservation of the axial current is broken as is well known by the 
triangular anomaly of Adler-Bell-Jackiw / 22/ (Pig. 1a). 

A A R H 
lG) lf.} ... lC) lo() 

Pig. 1 

This anomaly fixes also the conserved quark-gluon current 

J: = t r"t-r ~ ;,z1 E"6
vf ( A:d, A: -S tfc A:A:A: ). (16) 

The calculation of the matrix element of the projection of the cur
rent on the gauge vector n gives immediately 

- (r' >. : A 9 + ~SA o. 
s t5 , d ~ 

(17) 

Due to conservation of the current j~ the anomalous dimension of 
the combination is zero in aey order of the perturbation theory. 

Using the standard method/23/ based on the total angular momen-
tum cQnservation, a,.111','f,. 0 and on the definition of a state vec-
tor with helicity ~ 

( 
f !, o, ~"') \ ) l P( \ i '> y:t a H <2J tl =- 2 t,l(e ~ P, '.) 
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one can obtain the sum rule 

"? A 9f + f'1 ¥ /l J =- 1- (18) 

It has been taken into account also that the con~ribution of the 
gluon spin is controlled by axial anomaly and that the orbital momen
tum gives no contribution. 

One has to notice that the gluon contribution is linked with 
the topological number. The difference J/j from zero could mean a 
nontrivial topological structure of the QCD vacuum. Thie delicate 
question, however, needs further investigation. Now it.is clear only 
that the relative contribution of quarks and gluons to sum rule cor
responding to the conservation of the angular momentum is determined 
by such a fundamental feature of the theory as the axial anomaly. 

3. EvolJ1_ti_Q_n Equations and Sum Rules for the~~Structure l'unctio11 

Consider now the evolution of singlet parton distribution func
tionelt9f and /J/ol.-s/-rr 6~ = K~ with the change of the momentum 
transfer Qt. The func tione A q and .6 ~ have the parton interpre
tation so one can use the results of standard calculations. 

The first moment of the evolution kernel Pff1 can be expressed 
through the standard kernel Pai obtained in the pioneering work 
by Allterelly and Parisi / 16/ 

Pj~ = ~.s ,Jf Pj~ = 
3
2~

5 Al, Cz{II.) • (19) 

where Ci_(R)=(tl~l.}/2tl, N is the number of' colour. 

Due to conservation of fli.9½-t-A~ 
o< 31)2 .I. Pyf = - PJ•J and ~j = - z: . f,j = ( 61 , ll "f ½(R) (20) 

which exactly coincides with the results of two-loop calculations 
(Pig. 1b) of Kadaira/241. (Recall that one-loop calculations give 
zero contributions). Thie serves as a good check of conservation of 
(18). 

For calculation of Ejj one has to add to the standard gluon 
kerne1 1161~J.J =g(!lt'v'-2'4) the result of differentiation of ol5 (Q2J 

Pr, = P,n 
;, 3 J.J 

1- 4' fo(xs) 
o< l. 

s 

usini,; the expression for /3(-x.s), we get 
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., 

p j~ = 0. 
Using again the conserve tion of f 1:1 <\+A] one can find 

(22) 

p~~ -= - _p~~ = O· (23) 

This result is a secondcheck of the validity of (19) because, 
as is well known/23I, the anomaly, Pig. 1a, is not renormalized by 
higher orders of the perturbation theory. So, the diagrams of Pig. 
1c have to give zero contribution. Thus, ~e finally obtain 

( f ~1~ \ = /ol.s\2 (-Q 0) ( Z ~~1) 
\ ll ~ / l°2

n) o. O A~ 
(24) 

0. . = 3Nf Cz{R) + CJ{ots) • 

Notice also that the second ei,envector of (24) is the quark 
contribution Z..d 9f which is known 4/ to be multiplicative~ renor
malized. This does not prevent, however, its mixing with .L!.G (cf. 
/25/) d 

• 2 
With increasing Q both moments Z Ai and A j tend to cons

tant limits 

z. A 9 ( 00) =lli Q ( Q,z) exrl-_ o(-s(a!) 9Nf cl (A) l 
f fl f If 7r 33-ZNf (25) 

Llj(oo)::: f -Z:L19/"'°), (26) 

the former decreasing and the latter increasing. This change, 
however, is not large and is about 10% from the region Q

0
'z. 1 (GeV/c)2 

where o(!,"'!0.2 - 0.3. ' 

Now let us apply the results obtained to describe deep inelas
tic scattering on a polarized target. We are interested in the gluon 
contribution to the first moment of the etructu:!' function !Ji . As 
the natural moment of glu~ distribution is ~{J. , the correspond
ing coefficient function E,- has to be of order 0(1). '.ro f'ind it, 
we use the result of work/24/ where the coefficient function E1 of 
the diagram of Fig. 1d has been calculated. For the first J110ment we 
have to use only the term independent of W-=- 1/x • It is finite and 
determined by the axial anomaly 
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E1 -=- ~:Nf <e 2> 
.,,,, 

i.e. ~ =-<e 2 > . (27) 

So, the first moment of Qbywill have the form (see Appendix) 
I di 

j,afolxJ,(x) =-ife/'111 - <ez>&j. (28) 

i.e. the gluon field results in a negative correction to the Ellie
-Jaffe sum rule. 

For estimation of this correction let us use the sum ruie (18) 
and following Ellis and Jaffe/4 , 25/ neglect the contribution of s
quarks. Then one can express the quark contribution through the cons
tant JisG,4/Gv ,. 1,254:!:o,006 .and the ratio%- 0,631!0,024 

I 3Ffo-1 , 
L A.?f-::: t1u~ '1 °' :: ~A F/o·d. - 0,607±0.069, (29) 
+ 

i.e. the quarks carry about 70% of the nucleon spin at ~ic1 GeV/c)2 

( the region where 9 A and F/o were measured). In its turn the gluon 
contribution ie 

Al?= i - Z. A 1 
d f t 

+ ' .. 0.313 - 0.069. (JO) 

Substitution o:f(JO)into(28)gives the possibility of estimating 
the correction to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule for the proton. With tak
ing into account a-quarks in the loop of Fig. 1d (t.e'->:.J.,/9) one has ' 

I J:- f ~:(l<)olx .. co.199±0.oos>- fco,313±0.069).0.129:to.009 
0 

(without a-quarks, <.e2>=S/1s, and 3.P:=- 0.112±0.024). These values 
are in good agreement with result of the DD-groul26/ ;j,P •O, 113:!: 
:!:o.012:!:o.025 at Q1;,, 10 (FeV/c)2• "l'or th• neutron we predict {/fo.00. 

4. Concluaion and Discussion 

Thus, we have shown that the contribution of the spin of gluons 
to the spin of the nucleon is determined by the axial anomaly of 
Adler-Bell-Jackiw. The new sum rule corresponding to conservation . 
of the angular momentum is consistent with the QCD evolution equa
tions in all orders of o(s .The axial anomaly gluon contribution gi
ves also a negative correction to the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule :for 
which compensates the discrepancy with experiment. 

!he usually made assumption that AS -::tQ allows us to estimate 
the C.OJltribution of Lllrf and Ll 'j :from the low-energy J -decay 
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t z 
physics ( Q ,,,_ 1 GeV) and find that gluons carry about JO% of the nuc-
leon spin and reduce the Ellis-Jaffe result almost to the experimen- • 
tal value. This also removes the contradiction of the EMC result with 
the Bjerken sum rule. A serious question is high-twist corrections to 
the deep in~lastic scattering. However large enough <Q~for the EMC 
·data and also the calculations of 3, by the QCD sum rule method 1271 
indicate that these correotions do not possibly exceed JO%. The role 
of higher-twist corrections could become clear from experiments at 
higher (/·. 

Recently it has been suggested 128•29/ that the naive parton mo
del assumption as~o is not valid and that the Skyrme model combined 
with the \/ Ne. expansion results in "Z. t19 f = 0 1281• If so, then 
the E1IC result is an argument against the Skyrme model because to
gether with the Bjerken relation and SU(J) flavour byperon decay 

i(A4+Aof-2t.S )= 0,39 explain the measured value of 9/ with
out gluon contribution. However, the gluon contribution being large 
in this case ( A fi"'-i due to (18)) ruins this agreement. 

The proposed gluon contribution can be directly measured in 
lll8DJ' hard processes with polarized particles. Part of them is listed 
in 1281. The most important in our opinion are -.J/1/, and charm produc
tion in deep inelastic scattering 1291 and in Drell-Yan processes. 

It is a pleasure for us to thank s.V.Ivanov, B.L.Ioffe, G.P.Kor
chemski, V.H.Pervushin, A.V.Radyushkin and Yu.Yu.Reznikov for useful 
discussions. One of us (T.OJ is indebted also to V~P.Prisnyakov for 
kind ,upport ot the work. 

Appendix 

Due _to an important role of the gluon contribution to the Ellis
-Jaffe sum rule, let us consider its derivation to a greater detail. 
We start with the factorized expression :for virtual photon forward 
scattering amplitude r,,..,, 
Tr"= 1i.f•¼Sr(P~~t;~) ➔ t1~e(iErsr• }~). (A.1) 

where © means a convolution in X , and t '\ and t d are quark and 
gluon Green functions calculated irt2-'f,lDI. The summation over quark 
flavours with the process-dependent weight is implied, as usual 

t~.i(r.1)-= <0JT('}{-f)Ji-1Jlt1)1lf))\o~t-= E ~"
16t'i\r''l)f-,.~" 
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.1. f' /11' ,J ~1 ~~qo1 ~1 
L3 (\',9)= <olT(Ar(-f)~ <i)AJrJ 01; i C Ej',olf ~z ni Nr" {!)[w) 

(;, 

Only the terms leading in cxs are taken into account. Changing f-,.xp 
and taking into account only the zero-order term in x_/xg; in -l 1 and 
'-a (for gluons it is determined by the axial anomaly) one obtains 

for the first moment 

--p" =-:.lA() c"~9P i-+ £\a t:""~r :11,.✓. =-- z t""P'i r.,.Aa -zla) . 1 + It Q1 d 'TT~ f 'Qt. 'f" I d 

One should notice also ·that the convolution of the total expres
sion for the gluon Green function/24/ with Ef'fn enables us to 
obtain the coefficient function E, n for other moments.The result 
differs from that of 1241 by facto; 4 that may be a consequence of 
normalization/31 / of the amputated Green functions of local singlet 
operators. 
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